pursue your research at the

the opportunity

the location

the centre

churchillnorthernstudiescentre

to understand and
sustain the north

The Churchill Northern Studies Centre (CNSC) is an independent,
non-profit research and education facility located just outside of
Churchill, Manitoba.

Accommodations

We provide accommodations, equipment rentals, and logistical
support to researchers focusing on a diversity of subjects in the
physical, biological, and social sciences. Open year-round, it is one
of the most accessible Northern field research stations in Canada.

Five laboratories

Churchill is surrounded by the wildlife and habitat of three distinct
eco-zones: Arctic marine, Arctic tundra and boreal forest — all
dynamic habitats that are changing with climate. At the Churchill
River, freshwater enters the marine ecosystem of the Hudson Bay,
and nearby lakes and ponds are suspended by permafrost.
Situated on a migratory flyway, this region also boasts northern
nesting fowl, Beluga whales, polar bears, arctic foxes, caribou,
snowy owls, and harbour seals. Over 500 species of Arctic
wildflowers and boreal plants grow in this environment.
This convergence of ecosystems provides an incredibly wide array
of representative environments for study.
We provide researchers with the venue and tools to carry out their
research. Centre staff includes full-time research personnel that can
provide year-round support for projects as well as research
technicians and bear guarding services to field researchers.
We also offer vehicle and equipment rentals, access to reference
collections, and full wet and dry laboratories as well as standard lab
equipment. The CNSC has two helicopter landing pads, a garage
with basic mechanical and woodworking tools, and comprehensive
logistical support for remote field camps.

Full service cafeteria

Three classrooms
Audio-visual lounge
360° Aurora viewing dome
Fitness room
Outdoor viewing platform

collaborate
Start or expand your
research at the Churchill
Northern Studies Centre.
Connect with us at
research@churchillscience.ca
to find out how we can help.

Northern Research Fund 2022: Call for Proposals
The Churchill Northern Studies Centre (CNSC) is pleased to announce that applications
are now being accepted for the Northern Research Fund (NRF) for 2022.
The NRF provides support for research in the sciences, social sciences and humanities in
the Churchill area. At the CNSC, the NRF is used to help meet the financial needs of
professionals using the centre's facilities and services. It is a matching funds program,
meaning the award takes the form of matching user- and vehicle-days for successful
applicants to offset the cost of accommodation at the CNSC and research in the north.
Researchers from all disciplines are encouraged to apply, as the CNSC continues to
support a diverse range of projects. Major research conducted at the CNSC has
included the fields of auroral research, climate change, climatology, greenhouse gas
emissions, inland water quality, marine ecosystems, northern ecology, peatland and
treeline dynamics, snowpack dynamics, and wildlife management.
The application deadline is February 15, 2022.
All eligible applications will be assessed. The principal criterion used to determine the
level of funding will be the stringency of the proposed research and its potential for the
advancement of knowledge, particularly as it pertains to our understanding of life in the
north.
Successful recipients will be required to recognize the supplemental funding on publicly
displayed materials and provide an NRF research report at the end of the annual
funding cycle.
For more information and program guidelines, please visit www.churchillscience.ca or
contact us at research@churchillscience.ca.

The CNSC appreciates the long-term financial support of the Government of Manitoba
for this program.

